Policies
So all guests have a safe and enjoyable experience, please be aware of the following Snow Mountain policies:

- For Tube Runners, you must be at least 42” tall and be able to ride on your own. Only one person allowed per tube. Maximum weight is 300 pounds. Admission is based on available capacity.
- Guests may participate on a double tube if they are at least 36” with a supervising companion.
- For Avalanche Alley, you must be at least 36” tall. Maximum of ten (10) riders with no more than eight (8) adults and minimum of four (4) riders per tube. In order to minimize wait times, groups may be paired together.
- For Devil’s Plunge, you must be at least 48” tall to ride. Guest can ride in single or double tube.
- Maximum height for Penguin Run is 54” and maximum height for Bunny Slope is 42”.
- Please follow all attendants’ instructions and observe all safety instructional signs, recordings, and height restrictions. Failure to follow all rules and instructions can cause serious injury.
- For your convenience, personal strollers and wheelchairs are always welcome. You may also rent these items at the park.
- Children under 16 require a supervising companion in the snow area.
- No horseplay, running, pushing, or rough play permitted. No snowball throwing except at the targets in the shooting gallery area.
- Appropriate clothing must be worn at all times. Closed toe shoes required.
- Vandalism and/or unlawful behavior will not be tolerated. Improper conduct will result in removal from the park without refund.
- Pets and other non-park-provided recreational equipment such as sleds, bicycles, or skates are not permitted.
- Management reserves the right to refuse service to anyone.
- Park safety rules are strictly enforced. Failure to comply may result in ejection from the attraction and/or the park.
- Snow Mountain tickets cannot be resold at any price.
- No refunds or exchanges on ticket purchases, unless Snow Mountain closes due to weather conditions.

Upgrade Your Snow Mountain Pass Today
To a Mountain Membership Annual Pass

Only $25* plus tax

Mountain Members Save $10 Off Snow Mountain Tickets and Mountain Members PLUS receive FREE admission!!

*Offer valid for upgrade to a regular Mountain Membership only. Mountain Member Plus upgrade price is $15. All upgrades must be completed during today’s visit.
**Member $10 savings not valid on previously purchased tickets.
**Reservations required. Limited availability. Blackout dates and times may apply.

Welcome to Snow Mountain! You’re only minutes away from the snow. Check out this Snow Guide to make your snow day a chillaxing good time. See you on the slopes!

Where to Park
You will be directed by parking attendants to Snow Mountain parking areas. Walk to the Main Ticket Plaza to get your Snow Mountain Pass.

Where to Start
1. Advanced Reservations
If you made reservations online, proceed to the Main Ticket Plaza cashier windows or kiosks to pick up your Snow Mountain Pass.

2. Mountain Members
If you are a Mountain Member, proceed directly to the Main Ticket Plaza cashier windows to pick up or purchase your Snow Mountain Pass. Please be ready to present your valid Mountain Member photo ID card.

3. Buy Tickets Today
Proceed to the Main Ticket Plaza cashier windows to find out which sessions are available for same day purchase. All guests who want to enter Snow Mountain must have a ticket. To ensure the best time for all guests, Snow Mountain limits the tubing hill to your two-hour period printed on your Snow Mountain Pass. This allows you and your family to have maximum play time in the snow.

4. Rental Lockers
Remember the snow is wet and cold, if you have loose clothing or articles, you may rent lockers located next to Tater Twist building. The cost is $10.00 for both regular size and oversized lockers. There is a $5.00 key deposit, which is returned when the key is returned.

Visit www.evergreenmarriott.com today!
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**WHERE TO PLAY**

5. Tube Runners — Slide down the famous Memorial Lawn on fresh snow! You must be 42” tall to ride. You can only go on the tubing hill and the Snow Lift during your session time. Guests may participate on a double tube if they are at least 36” with a supervising companion.

6. Avalanche Alley — Grab your friends and brave the tubing hill together. Multiply your thrills on Atlanta’s only snow-covered 400-foot tubing hill in a first-of-its kind tube ride. Maximum of ten (10) riders with no more than eight (8) adults and minimum of four (4) riders per tube. In order to minimize wait times, groups may be paired together.

7. Dare Devil Plunge — Brave Snow Mountain’s newest, tallest, and fastest slope! Launch from three stories high and zip through a 150 foot enclosed tunnel of lights. Maximum of two (2) riders. Minimum of 48” tall to ride.

8. SnowZone — It’s all about snow, all the time, in the SnowZone. The SnowZone is a winteryland with acres of snow activities.

**WHERE TO EAT**

11. Funnel Cake — Warm your insides with a freshly made funnel cake that you can individually customize with the toppings of your choice.

12. Snowdeck Snacks — Grab a snack while watching all the fun and action in the SnowZone. Warm up with a hot chocolate or stay refreshed with your favorite Coca-Cola® beverage. Satisfy your winter hunger with a snack including popcorn and pretzels.

13. Marketplace — Marketplace offers “Great Food to Go,” making it easy to enjoy your day and evening at the park. From mid-morning snacks to complete dinners, many healthy and satisfying choices are within quick reach in a friendly atmosphere.

**WHERE TO SHOP**

14. Yellow Daisy Blown Glass and Craft Market — Witness the artistry of glassblowing as master craftsmen blend glass color chips into hot clear glass to form one-of-a-kind sculpted glass creations.

15. Sweet Shoppe — Satisfy your sweet tooth while watching homemade peanut brittle being cooked, poured and packaged by resident candy makers. Or choose your favorite treat from a selection of taffy, rock candy and numerous other tasty treats. Plus, don’t miss the wide selection of fun toys including plush animals that your child can create, dress, name and adopt as their very own.

16. Marketplace Gifts — From snow gear like hats and gloves, to Snow Mountain souvenirs, as well as an array of sweets, you’ll find gifts for the whole family.

17. Snow Mountain Gear — Keep toasty with a selection of winter accessories including gloves and hats.

---

Operating Dates & Hours are subject to change without notice. Some attractions may be closed or may close early due to crowd conditions, inclement weather or maintenance.